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Abstract—Using energy generated with fossil fuel causes global
warming due to the greenhouse effect, which threatens our
environment. One of the challenges for New Generation Net-
works (NGN) is then the reduction of energy consumption, in
particular at the BSs (Base Stations) which use about 85% of
the total network energy. We contribute to the research with a
mathematical model that calculates the total power consumption
of a BS and enlightens the way to minimize it. First, we analyze
the power consumed at every different component of the BS.
Second, based on the cost incurred in turning off the BS’s power
amplifiers, we show how to decide whether it is convenient to
keep the BS idle during those intervals in which no traffic has to
be sent, or to turn off the amplifiers. Our model is evaluated by
means of numerical examples, and shows that interesting power
gain can be obtained under a large spectrum of load conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, telecommunications, mobile Internet and many

wireless applications dominate the world of Information and

Communication Technology (ICT). In turn, about 2-3% of

the world-wide energy consumption is for ICT, which causes

about 3% of the total CO2 emissions [1]. Hence, we can

understand that ICT is as useful for the human beings, as

potentially harmful for our environment. The current threat to

the environment could turn into a much more serious threat in

the near future, e.g., due to the diffusion of mobile applications

for social networks, requiring a better cellular coverage and

more capabilities in the core network. The usage cost of

mobile services is likely to increase, and, in particular, the

energy consumption might grow with the number of BSs

and data centers in the network. Hence, as the demand for

ICT services rises, higher and higher energy consumption is

expected for mobile radio networks.

In order to achieve lower service cost and to preserve

the environment, cellular network operators try to deploy

various strategies to reduce energy consumption. BSs consume

about 85% of the total energy of the network. Their power

consumption ranges between ∼ 147 W (Diet BTS 3900E [2])

and 10 kW depending on the size, the coverage area and the

technology used [3]. The main axes of finding out efficient

ways to reduce the energy consumed are: (i) the optimization

of hardware (which is related to hardware producers), (ii)
the usage of renewable energy sources and (iii) the smart
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usage of resources through power saving models and efficient

algorithms (which is related to providers).

In this paper, we present a mathematical model which

illustrates the power consumption of a BS during “active” and

“inactive” periods. “Active” periods are those in which the

BS transmits packets while during “inactive” periods the BS

stays either idle or its transmitting devices are turned off. For

optimization purposes, we suggest how and when to turn the

power amplifiers (PAs) of the BS off in order to reduce the

power consumption. This decision depends on (i) the energy

cost due to switching the PAs, and (ii) the power consumption

incurred during idle periods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

reports the related work and recalls existing strategies to

reduce the power consumption. Section III reviews the power

consumption of BS’s components and further formulates a

mathematical model for the total power consumption. Sec-

tion IV shows how to use the model to minimize the power

consumption, and finally Section V concludes the paper.

II. POWER SAVING STRATEGIES AND RELATED WORK

Reducing power consumption in a cellular network, and

more specifically in a BS, is possible with respect to two main

constraints: (i) the minimum required coverage and (ii) the

minimum required quality of service (QoS) for all users.

Many operators have studied and enforced in their cellular

networks new power saving mechanisms based on the inho-

mogeneous distribution of user traffic over time. The basic

mechanism adopted is the introduction of a sleep mode, in

which the BS operates at minimal power [4], [5]. When the

traffic demand is scarce, most parts of the BS system are

switched off and just basic functionalities are in use, like

signaling from the switching center in case the system needs

to power on (e.g., due to a sudden increase of traffic demand in

the area). As outlined by different studies that mostly tackles

the sleep mode at mobile user’s side, there is a trade off

between outage of users and energy saving [6]. From the

operator’s viewpoint, frequent switching to sleep mode may

cause denial of service well beyond the operator’s commitment

to guarantee the availability of its services to the customers.

Conversely, as shown later in our work, infrequent or no

switching to sleep mode reduces the operator’s opportunity

to save energy.

An important characteristic of cellular networks, that is

widely exploited to save energy through sleep mode-like



operation, is the day-night behavior of the users. In fact, day

activity is predominant: in the morning users are moving from

residential areas to office areas while in the evening, they

follow the opposite direction, leading to an aggregation of

users in both areas and demanding a large capacity for both.

However, when people aggregate at office areas, residential

areas have light traffic needs and vice versa. During the night,

both kinds of areas might experience low traffic demand.

Hence, BSs with tunable capacity have been deployed, with

the possibility to turn off most of the radio systems when the

traffic demand is consistently low. The use of efficient software

to switch off the BSs or to switch into sleep mode is a good

saving technique taking advantage of the day-night behavior

[7]. Most specifically, NSN [4] and NEC [8] have developed

software for monitoring the traffic and automatically turning

off BSs in Self Organized Networks (SONs).

Some recent papers discuss the power saving obtained by

turning off underloaded BSs. In [7], the amount of energy

saving is evaluated by deactivating unnecessary cells due to

low traffic while in [9] a management scheme is proposed to

reduce this number of unnecessary active cells. Furthermore,

in [10] the cooperation between network operators could face

the day-night behavior using network-wide sleeping mode

and transferring the aggregated traffic to a single operator’s

network, sharing OPEX (operational expenses) and obtaining

significant reduction of power consumption. In contrast with

the existing papers, we are the first to give a complete model

for the power consumption of all BS components.

On the way to green cellular networking, operators have

also defined other green strategies that involve: (i) selection

of strategic places for deploying their network and their BSs

[11], (ii) the upgrade to eco-friendly hardware, and (iii) the

adoption of renewable power sources.

First, the deployment of the BSs over an area is very

important for network operators. Depending on urban or rural

environments with dense or light traffic the coverage strategy

is different: many small BSs or a few large BSs to cover the

area of interest using a single or multiple sectors per cell and

one or multiple antennas (MIMO). The better the BS spatial

distribution is, the less the number of BSs needed to satisfy

the required coverage level and capacity, which turns into less

total power consumption and less energy spent per bit [12].

Second, regarding hardware, the goal is the increased ef-

ficiency of the various BS components (rectifier, signal pro-

cessing circuit, PA, feeder and cooling system). Enhancements

in all parts of the BS yield a total power reduction of about

80-85% [1], [13].

Third, the adoption of renewable power sources, such as

solar panels and wind generators, could play a significant role

in future BSs. However, reduction of the need for fossil fuels

and for connection to the electrical grid is practically possible

only if BS consumption is reduced to a few hundreds of Watts

[2]. Because this solution seems difficult in most cases and it

has huge CAPEX (capital expenses) the use of a hybrid BS

(combination of solar and diesel power generators) seems very

attractive in the short term, since it obtains a reduction up to

Fig. 1: Power flow in the Base Station.

60% in energy consumption and up to 35% in CAPEX [14].

Noticeably, similarly to our work, a few number of MAC

protocols have been proposed for wireless sensor networks

(WSN). In particular, there are three MAC protocols, namely

B-MAC [15], S-MAC [16] and T-MAC [17], where the unused

sensors sleep periodically to save energy. The difficulty in

adopting the philosophy of these sensor MAC protocols to

the case of cellular networks, lays in the delay introduced by

these MACs in the packet delivery, which is not a fundamental

issue for sensor communications, while it is of paramount

importance for cellular networks. Even though various energy

saving solutions have been pressented in the past, we are the

first to give a full representation, with a mathematical model,

of a BS power consumption based on all of its components.

III. BASE STATION MODEL

We will use the following notation. For a device X , the

power consumed by X is denoted PX and its efficiency is

denoted ηX . The notation PX
in and PX

out refers to the input

and output power of the device X . NA denotes the number of

sectors in a BS.

Fig. 1 illustrates the BS structure and the power flow. The

basic components are: the rectifier, the baseband digital signal

processing circuit, the PA, the feeder, the antenna and the

cooling system. Next, we analyze each part of the BS and we

present a mathematical model for the total power consumption.

A. Energy consumption of BS components

1) Rectifier: The rectifier transforms the signal from AC

to DC. The efficiency of the rectifier is about 92% for a

conventional rectifier and about 97% for the case of latest

products, for amperage loads between 40-90% [18]. For lower

amperage loads, there are controller schemes that monitor the

amperage load in order to turn off (or standby) a subset of

amplifiers, so the average amperage load will increase among

the rest of the amplifiers, achieving maximum efficiency [19].

The power consumption of the rectifier (dissipated as heat that

needs to be removed, e.g., by the cooling system) relates with

its output power (PR
out) and its efficiency (ηR). It is given by:

PR =
PR
out · (1− ηR)

ηR
. (1)

2) Baseband Digital Signal Processing Circuit: The Base-

band Digital Signal Processing Circuit is considered as having

a constant power consumption [13]. Its approximate power



consumption is PSP = 150 W for conventional BSs and

PSP = 110 W for nowadays BSs. This power is dissipated as

heat and has to be removed, e.g., by the cooling system.

3) Power Amplifier (PA): An amplifier is any device that

magnifies the amplitude of a signal. In radio-frequency (RF)

PAs, such as the one used in cellular BSs and broadcast

transmitters, a very important parameter is the efficiency which

is given by ηPA =
PPA

out

PPA
in

. Traditional PAs have an efficiency

of about 15%. The excessive energy is transformed into heat.

Specialist design techniques are used to improve efficiency,

such as Digital Pre-Distortion (DPD), Doherty and Envelope

Tracking (ET) which can lift the efficiency up to 60% (cf.,

e.g., [1] and references therein).

The PA could be in four possible states: switching state,

transmitting state, turned off state and idle state. During

switching state, the PA commutes from active to inactive

and vice versa. The probability of being in switching state

π0 is given by the time needed to start up, plus the time

needed to switch off on average (e.g., 65 µs and 25 µs
respectively [20]), over the total average period T between

two consecutive switch-ons of the PA, π0 = Tsw/T . In

transmitting state, the PA is active and boosts the signal to

be transmitted over the BS air interface. The probability of

being in transmitting state, π1, is given by the average number

of bits per packet, S, over the average transmission rate, R,

times the average number of packets per second, λ. This

probability is π1 = λ · S/R, and represents the load of the

system. The PA is in turned off state when its circuitry is

inactive and no signal can be amplified. The probability of

being in turned off state, π2, is given by the average time

Toff of being turned off over the total average cycle duration

T . Thus, π2 = Toff/T . In idle state, the PA is active but

not transmitting. The probability of being in idle state is

π3 = Tidle/T . The average power consumption for each state

is Psw, PTx
, Poff , Pidle, for switching, transmission, turned

off and idle powers respectively. To sum up, these are the

average power consumptions computed over each cycle T ,

where each cycle T is representative of the total process. The

resulting model for PA’s consumption is:

PPA
in =π0Psw+π1PTx+π2Poff+π3Pidle with

3
∑

i=0

πi=1. (2)

4) Feeder: The feeder is the cabling system connecting

the BS to the antenna. In conventional BSs, antennas and

equipments are a few meters apart, and connected through

a coaxial cable. The signal attenuation of such a feeder is

typically about 3 dB. Nowadays, Remote Radio Heads (RRH)

[21] technology is used instead: a very small cabinet holds the

BS radio frequency devices very close to antennas, and it is

connected to the (possibly remote) baseband signal processing

equipment by means of optical fibers. Its efficiency is:

ηF =
Pout

PPA
out

, (3)

and approaches 1 when using RRH, and 0.5 when using

coaxial cabling. The power dissipated due to efficiencies lower

than 1 is transformed into heat.

5) Cooling System: In electronic equipments and circuits,

power dissipation is generally a stated condition. Electronics

also have specific margins of operative temperature and in

order to keep the temperature of most components of the BS

within specified design limits we need to cool the sites. Air

conditioners (A/C) are often the choice for radio sites. Like

stated in [19], such cooling requires as much power as one

third of the heat power generated inside the BS, i.e., one

extra Watt is required to dissipate three Watts of heat. In

addition, other cooling techniques such as free ventilation,

forced-air cooling and heat exchangers have been proposed in

order to save energy either for economical reasons, for energy

independence of the BS, or to save battery life in off-electric-

grid operated BSs. Furthermore, NSN concludes that BSs with

a total power consumption less than 500 W (excluding the

output power of the BS, Pout) do not use A/C system [22].

Thus, we model the power consumption at the A/C system as:

PAC =

[

PR
in − 500− Pout

3

]+

, (4)

where, the notation [X ]+ = max [X, 0] is used.

B. Total power consumption

Considering again Fig. 1, we observe that we have two

branches forming the total power consumption of a BS: one

for the cooling system and one for the power flowing into the

rectifier. Thus, the total power consumption of the BS is:

Ptotal = PR
in + PAC = PR

in +

[

PR
in − 500− Pout

3

]+

, (5)

with Pout =
∑NA

a=1 P
(a)
out, where NA is the number of antennas,

each transmitting with its own PA system associated. Consider-

ing multiple antennas with similar hardware implementations

serving different traffic, the resulting input power at the

rectifier is then as follows:

PR
in =

PSP

ηR
+

Psw

ηR

NA
∑

a=1

π
(a)
0 +

PTx

ηR

NA
∑

a=1

π
(a)
1

+
Poff

ηR

NA
∑

a=1

π
(a)
2 +

Pidle

ηR

NA
∑

a=1

π
(a)
3 , (6)

where the superscripts within parentheses denote the specific

transmitting antenna.

IV. MINIMIZATION OF POWER CONSUMPTION

In this section, we study the minimization of the total

power consumption given by Eq. (5). Since we observe that,

given the efficiency of rectifiers, PAs and feeder, the BS total

consumption is an increasing function of the power supplied to

the PA only, we show how to minimize the power consumed at

the PA. Again, we have to note that the two main constraints

that we take into account in order to optimize the power

consumption are: (i) the minimum required coverage and (ii)
the minimum required QoS for all users.
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Fig. 2: Power vs. switching energy for different traffic conditions and various switching frequencies.

First we define as f = 1/T the average switching frequency

of the PA and as φ the average fraction of time during which

the PA is either idle or turned off (namely, the PA is inactive):

φ = 1− λS
R

−fTsw. When the PA is inactive, the PA is turned

off with probability α, and idle with probability β = 1 − α.

Then we reconsider the state probabilities in Eq. (2) in light

of these new definitions, and considering that (i) the average

energy needed for switching is Esw = PswTsw, and (ii) the

average energy needed for one packet transmission is ETx =
PTx · S

R
, we rewrite Eq. (2) as follows:

PPA
in = f · Esw + λ · ETx + αφPoff + βφPidle. (7)

Note that the fraction of time spent by the PA in turned off

state, fToff , and in idle state, fTidle, are equal to the fractions

of inactivity αφ and βφ, respectively. Thus,

α =
fToff

1− λS/R − fTsw

, (8)

which shows how the switching frequency f and the average

duration of the turned off state cannot be chosen both arbi-

trarily, since α ∈ [0, 1]. For a given traffic load, switching

time and turned off state duration, the maximum switching

frequency is such that α = 1, i.e.,

fmax =
1− λS

R

Toff + Tsw

. (9)

The minimum switching frequency is always 0, which

means α = 0, i.e., never turn off the PA. Finally, note also

that Eq. (7) is equivalent to the following expression for the

average power consumption function p(f):

p(f) = f [Esw − TswPidle + Toff(Poff − Pidle)]

+λETx +

(

1−
λS

R

)

Pidle, (10)

which is of the form af + b.
In order to find the operating point (or points) where we

have the minimum power consumption we check the behavior

of a = Esw − TswPidle + Toff(Poff − Pidle).
We have to check the next three cases:

1) a < 0 ⇐⇒ Psw < Pidle +
Toff

Tsw
(Pidle − Poff );

2) a = 0 ⇐⇒ Psw = Pidle +
Toff

Tsw
(Pidle − Poff );

3) a > 0 ⇐⇒ Psw > Pidle +
Toff

Tsw
(Pidle − Poff ).

In the first case, the function decreases and the optimal value

p(fopt) (where the power consumption is minimum) is reached

at fopt = fmax. In the second case, the coefficient a is zero

and the power consumption remains constant, independently

of the frequency. In the last case, the function increases and

thus, the optimal value p(fopt) is obtained when fopt = 0.

In practice, the fraction
Toff

Tsw
is a huge value. In fact,

Tsw has a magnitude of 10−5 seconds [20] and Toff has a

magnitude of seconds or milliseconds. Therefore, even with

small values of (Pidle − Poff ), the occurence of cases 2)
and 3) requires huge values of Psw . To show that some

conditions are practically impossible to occur but theoretically

possible, we use in some of the following examples and figures

unreasonably high values for Psw. However, we remark that

in realistic cases, i.e., in case 1), the optimal frequency of the

system is fopt = fmax.

In Fig. 2 we represent the power consumed at the PA with

respect to the switching energy for various switching frequen-

cies. Fig. 2a corresponds to 20% of traffic load
(

λS
R

= 0.2
)

,

Fig. 2b to 50% of load
(

λS
R

= 0.5
)

, and Fig. 2c to 80% of

load
(

λS
R

= 0.8
)

. The values that we used in Eq. (10) to

plot these graphs are as follows. As for the load, we use

λ ∈ {2, 5, 8} pkt/s, S = 100 bits, and R = 1000 bits/s,

but notice that all quantity expressing power consumption,

including the term λETx in Eq. (10), depend only on the

load λ S
R

, and not on the particular value of λ, S, and R.

As for the time and consumption in the different PA states,

we use realistic values [20]: Tsw = 0.00009 s, ETx = 20 J
(corresponding to an output power of 20 W with ηPA = 0.2,

ηF = 0.5, and ETx = 20·S
ηPAηFR

), Pidle = 100 W , Poff =
3.5 W , Toff = 0.4 s. So, the power consumption when the

PA transmits a packet is about 200 W , when it is in idle state,

100 W and when it is in turned off state, 3.5 W .

In Fig. 2, power curves obtained at different switching

frequencies f intersect at Esw = Eth = TswPidle −
Toff(Poff − Pidle) and thus Eth = 38.69 J , independently

of the traffic load. In the figure, values of Esw smaller of Eth

correspond to case 1), Esw = Eth corresponds to case 2), and

Esw > Eth corresponds to case 3). Therefore, considering that

the switching power is Psw = Esw/Tsw, with Tsw very small,
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Fig. 3: Power vs. switching frequency, for various traffic conditions, different Pidle and Psw = 100 W.

Psw has to be very large (tens of thousands of Watts) in order

to fall in case 2) or 3). We can conclude that Esw remains

to the left side of the intersection for every realistic value of

Psw, for which we observe that the minimum consumption is

obtained when f = fmax.

In Fig. 3, we illustrate the power consumption at different

frequencies for various values of Pidle and different traffic

conditions. For this figure, the values we used in Eq. (10)

are the same as before; additionaly we fixed Esw = 0.009 J
(Psw = 1000 W ). From the figure, one can observe that the

smaller Pidle is, the less interesting it is to turn off the PA.

Gain. To compute the gain obtained by turning off the PA,

we compare the power consumption of a PA that is never

turned off, thus given by p(0), to the one achieved at some

switching frequency, p(f). So, the absolute gain is:

G(f) = p(0)− p(f)

= f ·[Pidle(Tsw+Toff)−(TswPsw+ToffPoff )], (11)

and the relative gain is G(f)/p(0). Note that the absolute gain

does not directly depend on the traffic load, even though it

depends on f , whose optimal value can be a function of the

load—i.e., fmax in case 1).
In Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b we show the absolute gain as a

function of Pidle and f , for high values of Psw. By comparing

the two figures, it is clear that using f = 0 is convenient only

below a Pidle threshold, and that this threshold grows with

Psw. However, thresholds reasonably higher than a few Watts

can be obtained only with unreasonably high values of the

switching power Psw (several tens of kW ).

In Figs. 5 and 6 we plot the relative gain we obtain by

switching off the PA for Psw = 1000 W and 100 000 W . We

observe that the higher the Pidle of the PA, the higher the gain

by switching off more frequently. We see that in cases where

Pidle is close to the transmission power we can gain almost

80% of power by switching more frequently. For both cases

there is an intersection point at Pidle =
ToffPoff+TswPsw

Toff+Tsw
. In

Fig. 5 where Psw = 1000 W this value is Pidle = 3.724 W and

in Fig. 6 where Psw = 100 000 W , it is Pidle = 25.994 W .

For greater values of Pidle, a < 0, and fopt = fmax, while

for smaller values, a > 0 and fopt = 0 meaning that for Pidle

close to Poff , it is optimal to stay idle. Note that the gain
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Fig. 4: Gain vs. Pidle. The maximum achievable switching

frequency is limited by the traffic load, i.e., f ≤
1−λS

R

Toff+Tsw
.

depicted in the figures is a conservative estimate because we

show results for high values of Psw.

Furthermore, we have to point that the maximum frequency

changes due to the limitation on the upper bound for fmax.

So, as soon as the load λ S
R

increases, the maximum frequency

decreases, as well as the maximum gain decreases..

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a mathematical model to compute

and minimize the base station power consumption. The gain

achieved by reducing the power consumption is twofold.

First, CO2 emissions can be dramatically reduced, therefore
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(b) 50% of traffic
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Fig. 5: Relative Gain vs. Pidle for different switching frequencies, different traffic conditions and Psw = 1000 W.
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Fig. 6: Relative Gain vs. Pidle for different switching frequencies, different traffic conditions and Psw = 100 000 W.

preserving the environment. Second, the operational expenses

of cellular providers, and hence the service cost for data

exchanges, can be made much cheaper and affordable.

Our model accounts for all main components of a base

station, whose costs are combined in order to have a complete

and reliable cost model. We showed that turning off the power

amplifiers is often more convenient than keeping them idle, but

the switching frequency needs to be evaluated as a function

of the cell load. Noticeably, even for high traffic conditions,

it is possible to save up to 20% of power, while under low to

and medium traffic conditions the gain can rise up to 80%.
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